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By Grant Kutzley, Gradyn Whelen, and Jaxon Phillip.

### Our SeaPerch is unique because: (100 words MAX)

Our SeaPerch is unique because of its five points of design.
1. Backer Rod floatation allowing easy buoyancy.
2. Shaved PVC hooks making picking up things easy.
3. Ultralight by using smaller PVC.
4. Top stabilizing floaties making Y-axis movement easy.
5. The ROV is built in two parts for easy repair.

### SeaPerch Design Overview: (100 words MAX)

Our ROV design minimizes drag and is lightweight to take full advantage of the thrust from the three props. We also included PVC hooks to make it easier to move Mission course items.

### Our biggest takeaway this season is: (100 words MAX)

Our biggest takeaway from this season is that everyone has their own strengths and weaknesses. If you want to succeed you need to divide the work up so that each person can maximize their abilities.